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DTU Accounting Faculty Celebrates its 15th Anniversary 

 

On November 15th, the DTU Accounting Faculty celebrated its 15th anniversary and looked back on all 

its challenges and achievements so far. Attendees included Distinguished Teacher Le Cong Co, DTU 

president and Provost, Deans of DTU faculties, Center Directors, lecturers, staff and students. 

  

   

 Dr. Phan Thanh Hai, Dean of Accounting, accepts gifts from students  

 

For the past 15 years, the DTU Accounting Faculty has steadily developed and supplied highly-qualified 

graduates to local businesses. The faculty has upgraded its teaching methods and expanded its business 

partnerships, to enhance the quality of education and provide better career opportunities for graduates. 

With the motto “Learn How to Learn, Learn How to Practice, Learn How to Live Together and Learn 

How Become a Good Citizen”, the local community has grown to respect DTU-trained  accountants, most 

of whom have achieved great success in their jobs, to the benefit of themselves, their employers and Duy 

Tan University. 

 

Overcoming many hurdles, the DTU Accounting Faculty has made many accomplishments. It has 

received Merit Certificates from the Minister of Education and Training and the Vietnam Trade Union. In 

addition, it has also received Merit Certificates from the DTU Board, which recognize the hard work of 

lecturers and students over the past 15 years.  
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The DTU Board and Accounting, lecturers, staff and alumni at the ceremony  

 

Mr. Ho Xuan Khoa, an alumnus of K21 KT2, who works for the Quang Nam branch of Agribank, said: “I 

am happy to see my old lecturers and friends after many years. I am very proud to be a DTU graduate 

and would like to express my thanks to the lecturers in Accounting who enthusiastically taught me and put 

me on the road to success.” 

 

With its excellent reputation and educational quality, DTU Accounting has become the prime choice of 

parents and students. The Faculty is working hard to develop the standard of education even further to 

achieve more success in the near future.  

 

(Media Center) 

 


